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a b s t r a c t
Curtis and Lowe (S. Curtis, G. Lowe, Proofs with graphs, Sci. Comput. Program. 26 (1996)
197–216) presented a graphical calculus to prove inclusions between relations, leaving
completeness of the system as an open question. Here we recast their system, excluding
complementation and union, by presenting a low complexity decision algorithm to decide
its valid inclusions. Completeness follows as a corollary.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Calculi of binary relations in the sense of Tarski [22] have been used as tools in computer science investigations since
the pioneering work of de Bakker and de Roever [1]. In that paper a calculus for recursive program schemes is constructed
to state and prove formally such properties of programs as equivalence, termination and correctness. The basic idea is to
consider the meaning of a program statement as a binary relation and, under an adequate choice of relational operators,
simulate the basic ingredients of functional programs. In this way, one can use (subsystems and extensions of) Tarski’s
relational calculus to construct proofs that are intuitive, memorable and machine-checkable.
Applications of these ideas range from foundations to methodology, covering – but not restricted to – logic and
foundations ofmathematics [23], program specification and derivation [2], formal semantics of programs [18], and hardware
design and verification [3]. The advantages of working in such relational settings have been advocated by many authors
and, at the forefront of the reasons for using binary relations, it has been argued that relations provide rich algebras for
transforming and combining terms, natural treatment of nondeterminism, unification of many methods for combining
programs, and natural setting for expressing specifications. These characteristics, not least, make the use of relational
formalisms more and more widespread in the computer science community, as testified by the long series of Relational
Methods in Computer Science (RelMiCS) proceedings. Despite positive aspects, some drawbacks of using relations have also
received a considerable amount of study. Some deficiencies of the basic relational formalism of binary relations [22] are,
usually, posed as a set of problems to be overcome to make the use of relations more extensive and natural: restricted
expressive power, restricted proof power, symbolizations are not easy to understand, and proofs are not easy to obtain.
The first limitation above is a consequence of the stipulation, made at the very beginning of relational investigations, that
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only logical operators [23] should be allowed in the definition of a relational language. Similarly, the second comes from
the maintenance of formal derivations inside the realm of equational reasoning [23]. If we break these imposed laws, not
without a cost, we are easily able to construct relational calculi that are powerful enough and useful in the exploration of
the science of computation [19]. In this line of development, pictures have been proposed by some authors as a tool to help
investigate and apply relational formalisms [4,5]. Here, we like to emphasize three main lines of research:
• The approach based on the theory of allegories being taken by [12,6,7].
• The logic systematic approach being developed by [4,5,8–10].
• The approach based on the rewriting systems pursued by [13–15].
Each one of these approaches has its own flavour and asks for its own investigation techniques as well as its own line of
results.
Besides, they are not completely disjoint, and share many characteristics whose interactions lack investigation. In this
note, we stay on the logic systematic side of the graphical calculi, bymaking some observations on themethodology adopted
in the seminal paper [5]. In [5], Curtis and Lowe present a graphical calculus to prove inclusions between relations. They
define how a relational term can be represented by a graph and present a number of laws for transforming graphs. Their
transformation laws are used to perform proofs in the following way. To prove the inclusion R1 ⊆ R2, where R1 and R2
are relational terms, take the graphs GR1 and GR2 , representing R1 and R2, and transform GR1 into GR2 by applying the laws
iteratively. They argued that the system was sound and left completeness as an open question.
The article by Curtis and Lowe is a very valuable one mainly because it contains a lot of suggestions to be pursued when
developing other graph calculi besides those restricted to the calculus of binary relations. It is clear that these graphical
systems may be useful as auxiliary tools in the investigation of many systems they are based on. But if one observes the
manner they present their system, the question on completeness seems to have a simple negative answer. We base this
claim on two structural characteristics of the graphical calculus: first, its language includes complementation of relations
but the system has no mechanism to manipulate complementation. Second, the rule for union is not well-defined in the
sense that the union of graphs is not a graph. Moreover, it seems that there is no obvious way to repair the definition of
union presented in [5].
A slightly different concept of graph, togetherwith an adequate set of inference rules applied on graphs (including union),
defines the system +RG, presented elsewhere [8,9]. There, we prove that the new system is weakly sound and complete.
Here, we shall restrict ourselves to recasting the system presented in [5], excluding complementation and union. Let us call
this fragment CL. We can restate the question about the completeness of CL, but we also have to distinguishweak and strong
completeness (this distinction is not clear in [5]). Recall a formal system isweakly complete if every validity is also a theorem;
a system is strongly complete if every semantical consequence of a set (of propositions) can be derived from this set, using the
rules of the system. In this note we consider the weak completeness of CL and adapt some ideas from [8] to define a decision
finite model for valid inclusions between terms with no occurrences of complementation or union, i.e. a construction of a
finite modelM such that [[R1]]M ⊆ [[R2]]M iff R1 ⊆ R2 is valid, when R1 and R2 do not have occurrences of complementation
or union. This construction warrants completeness, decidability, and a polynomial upper bound for validity in CL.
2. Positive relational language,+RC
The positive relation language, +RC, is just the relational language in the sense of De Morgan–Peirce–Schröder–
Tarski [22,16,17,20], without complementation. The terms of +RC, typically denoted by R, R1, R2, R3, are defined by the
following rules, where i ∈ N:
R := ri | Π | Id | R◦ | R ∩ R | R ∪ R | R;R.
We denote by T+ the set of all terms of+RC.
The inclusions of +RC are the expressions of the form R1 ⊆ R2. A model is a structureM = 〈M, rMi 〉i∈N, where M is a
non-empty set and rMi is a subset of M × M , for every i ∈ N. The meaning of R in a modelM is the binary relation [[R]]M on
M , defined in an obvious way, considering that Π denotes the universal relation M × M , Id denotes the identity relation
onM , ∩ and ∪ denote, respectively, intersection and union of relations, ◦ denotes the conversion of relations, and ; denotes
the composition of relations. An inclusion R1 ⊆ R2 is valid when [[R1]]M ⊆ [[R2]]M, for every modelM. Equalities R1 = R2
between terms are not formally considered since their validity may be reduced to the validity of inclusions in an obvious
way.




R1;(R2 ∩ R3) ⊆ (R1;R2) ∩ (R1;R3)
(R1;R2) ∩ R3 ⊆ (R1 ∩ (R3;R2◦));R2.
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Table 1
Rules for transforming graphs
Univ
G ∪ {(N, A ∪ {uΠv}, x, y)}
G ∪ {(N, A, x, y)}
Iden
G ∪ {(N, A ∪ {u Id v}, x, y)}
G ∪ {(renvuN, renvuA, renvux, renvuy)}
Conv
G ∪ {(N, A ∪ {uR◦v}, x, y)}
G ∪ {(N, A ∪ {vRu}, x, y)}
Int
G ∪ {(N, A ∪ {uR1 ∩ R2v}, x, y)}
G ∪ {(N, A ∪ {uR1v, uR2v}, x, y)}
Uni
G ∪ {(N, A ∪ {uR1 ∪ R2v}, x, y)}
G ∪ {(N, A ∪ {uR1v}, x, y), (N, A ∪ {uR2v}, x, y)}
Comp
G ∪ {(N, A ∪ {uR1;R2v}, x, y)}




, ifΦ:H → G
3. Graph relational calculus,+RG
The graph system +RG is designed to prove all the valid inclusions between terms of +RC, including those having
occurrences of ∪. System +RG uses two terminal pseudo multi directed labeled graphs [24,21] while the usual systems
use formulas. Details concerning the syntax and semantics of +RG language can be found in [8]. Here we present just the
definitions we need in what follows.
A slice is a structure S = (N, A, x, y), where N is a non-empty set of nodes, A ⊆ N×T+×N is a set of labeled arcs, and x, y
are, not necessarily distinct, distinguished nodes from N . Given a term R of+RC and nodes u, v, we denote the arc (u, R, v)
by uRv. A positive relational graph, or simply a graph, is a set of slices G = {(Nj, Aj, xj, yj) : j ∈ J}.
Given a base setM , considered as a universe, a graph defines a binary relation onM , according to some conditions on its
slices. The basic pieces of semantics are the models as in +RC, but to use the expressivity power given by nodes we need
a notion of valuation. Given a graph G, a slice Sj in G and a modelM = 〈M, rMi 〉, an assignment for Sj inM is a function
gj:Nj → M . Formally, the meaning of G in a modelM is the binary relation [[G]]M onM defined in the following way, for all
s, t ∈ M:
(s, t) ∈ [[G]]M
iff
there exists a slice S = (N, A, x, y) in G and an assignment g for S inM such that gx = s, gy = t , and (gu, gv) ∈ [[R]]M
whenever uRv ∈ A.
In this case, we say that the pair S, g witnesses that (s, t) ∈ [[G]]M.
Now we present a formal system, called positive graph relational calculus,+RG, to derive valid inclusions between terms
of +RC. The formulas of +RG are graphs and +RG has a set of rules that is designed to derive a graph H from a graph G
whenever [[G]]M ⊆ [[H]]M, for every modelM. The applicability of+RG to the inclusions of+RC is based on the following
proposition.
Let R be a term of+RC. The graph associated to R is defined as GR ::= {({x, y}, {xRy}, x, y)}, or, pictorially:
R -• •
x y
Proposition 1. For any term R of +RC, we have [[R]]M = [[GR]]M, for every modelM. Hence, R1 ⊆ R2 is valid iff [[GR1 ]]M ⊆[[GR2 ]]M, for every modelM.
The rules of+RG are presented in Table 1. Explanations follow.
The first six rules can be applied in both bottom-up and top-down directions. We will indicate the less usual direction of
application with an up-arrow ↑. Rule Hom cannot be applied bottom-up.
Rule Univ states that we do not change the meaning of a graph by erasing an arc labeled by Π from a slice of a graph
where it occurs, leaving all the rest of the graph untouched. Rule Iden makes use of the function renvu as described by the
following definitions. Let u, v be arbitrary nodes. The function renaming u to v is defined by:
renvuw =
{
v ifw = u,
w otherwise.
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Table 2
Top-down laws for transforming CL-graphs
Law 1
(N, A ∪ {uR1v}, x, y)




, ifΦ: S ′ → S
Let N and A be arbitrary set of nodes and arcs, respectively. Define renvuN = {renvuw : w ∈ N} and renvuA ={renvuwRrenvuw′ : wRw′ ∈ A}. Rule Iden states that we do not change the meaning of a graph by erasing an arc u Id v
and node u, and renaming the slice where they occur, redirecting arcs leaving from, respectively arriving at, node u to make
then leave from, respectively arrive at, node v. Also, when u is a distinguished node, v will take its place. Rule Conv states
that we do not change themeaning of a graph by replacing an arc uR
◦
v by another vRu, inside a slice where it occurs, leaving
all the rest of the graph untouched. Rule Int states thatwe do not change themeaning of a graph by replacing an arc uR1∩R2v
by two other uR1v, uR2v, inside a slice where it occurs, leaving all the rest of the graph untouched. Rule Uni states that we
do not change the meaning of a graph by replacing a slice S containing an arc uR1 ∪ R2v, by two other slices S ′ and S ′′, each
one of them obtained from S by replacing the arc uR1 ∪ R2v by a new arc: uR1v for S ′ and uR2v for S ′′, leaving all the rest of
the graph untouched. Finally, rule Comp states that we do not change the meaning of a graph by replacing an arc uR1;R2v
by two other uR1w,wR2v, for a new nodew, inside a slice where it occurs, leaving all the rest of the graph untouched.
Our capital rule, Hom, states that if there is a homomorphism from H to G, then from G we can infer H . The notion
of homomorphism used here is a little more evolved than the usual one for (direct arc-labeled pseudo multi) graphs. Let
S = (N, A, x, y) and S ′ = (N ′, A′, x′, y′) be slices. A homomorphism from S ′ to S is a function φ:N ′ → N for which φx′ = x,
φy′ = y, and φuRφv ∈ A, for all uRv ∈ A′. We write φ: S ′ → S when φ is a homomorphism from S ′ to S. Let G,H be graphs.
We say that there is a homomorphism from H to G when, for each slice S in G, there is a slice S ′ in H and a homomorphism
φ: S ′ → S. We writeΦ:H → Gwhen there is a homomorphism from H to G.
The notion of proof is the standard one. Let R1 ⊆ R2 be a inclusion of+RC. We say that R1 ⊆ R2 is a theorem of+RG (or
simply, a theorem), and write ` R1 ⊆ R2, if there is a sequence G1, . . . ,Gn of graphs such that:
(1) G1 = GR1 ;
(2) Gn = GR2 ;
(3) For each i, 1 < i ≤ n, the graph Gi is obtained from the graph Gi−1 by application of one of the transformation rules
Univ, Iden, Conv, Int, Uni, Comp, and Hom.
A deeper treatment of+RG, including a proof of completeness, can be found in [8–10]. Now, we move to the main part
of this note, where we discuss some connections between a fragment of the graphical calculus outlined in [5] and our own.
4. The Curtis—Lowe system
Recall that CL is the system presented in [5], excluding complementation and union.
A CL-graph is a slice of+RG, as defined in Section 3, whose arc labels do not have occurrences of ∪.
Given a CL-graph S = (N, A, x, y) and a modelM = 〈M, rMi 〉, an assignment for S inM is a function g:N → M .
Given a base setM , considered as a universe, a CL-graph S defines a binary relation onM . Formally, themeaning of S in a
modelM is the binary relation [[S]]M defined in the following way, for all s, t ∈ M:
(s, t) ∈ [[S]]M
iff
there exists an assignment g for S inM such that gx = s, gy = t , and (gu, gv) ∈ [[R]]M whenever uRv ∈ A.
In this case, we say that g witnesses that (s, t) ∈ [[S]]M.
The system CL is based on a set of laws designed to derive a CL-graph S ′ from a CL-graph S whenever [[S]]M ⊆ [[S ′]]M, for
every modelM. The laws of CL are presented in Tables 2 and 3. Explanations follow.
Laws in Table 2 cannot be applied in the bottom-up direction. Laws in Table 3 can be applied in both bottom-up and
top-down directions.
The notion of homomorphism used in Law 2 is defined as follows. Let S = (N, A, x, y) and S ′ = (N ′, A′, x′, y′) be
CL-graphs. A homomorphism from S ′ to S is a function φ:N ′ → N for which φx′ = x, φy′ = y, and φuRφv ∈ A, for all
uRv ∈ A′. Wewrite φ: S ′ → S when φ is a homomorphism from S ′ to S. WewriteΦ: S ′ → S when there is a homomorphism
from S ′ to S.
The CL-graph mentioned in the side condition of Law 4 is S ′ = (N ′, A′, x′, y′).
Law 8 (Union) (Table 4) is not considered, since we exclude union. By the way, Law 8 is the reason why we decided to
investigate the system presented in [5] without union. The authors do not define union of CL-graphs formally and it is not
clear how to define the union of CL-graphs in order to obtain a CL-graph as a result. The system +RG can be viewed as
a solution to this problem in the sense that it is based on a more general definition of a graph, an adapted definition of
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Table 3
Two-directed laws for transforming CL-graphs
Law 3
(N, A ∪ {uRv}, x, y)
(N, A, x, y)
Law 4
(N, A ∪ {x′Ry′}, x, y)
(N ∪ N ′, A ∪ A′, x, y) , if [[R]]M = [[S
′]]M
Law 5
(N, A ∪ {uR1;R2v}, x, y)
(N ∪ {w}, A ∪ {uR1w,wR2v}, x, y) , ifw 6∈ N
Law 6
(N, A ∪ {uR1w,wR2v}, x, y)
(N ∪ {w}, A ∪ {uR1w,wR2v, uR1;R2v}, x, y)
Law 7
(N, A ∪ {uR1 ∩ R2v}, x, y)
(N, A ∪ {uR1v, uR2v}, x, y)
Law 9
(N, A ∪ {u Id v}, x, y)
(renvuN, renvuA, renvux, renvuy)
Law 10
(N, A ∪ {uR◦v}, x, y)
(N, A ∪ {vRu}, x, y)
Law 11
(N ∪ {u, v}, A, x, y)
(N ∪ {u, v}, A ∪ {uΠv}, x, y)
Table 4
Law for transforming CL-graphs with union
Law 8
(N, A ∪ {uR1 ∪ R2v}, x, y)
(N, A ∪ {uR1v}, x, y) ∪ (N, A ∪ {uR2v}, x, y)
graph homomorphism that is applicable to the new graphs, and a refined way of transforming a graph into another, not
transforming the entire graph but basing the transformation on the transformation of its slices.
The function renvu used in Law 9 is the renaming function defined in Section 3.
In summary, CL is a sub-system of +RG, considering graphs having just one slice. The notion of homomorphism of CL
coincides with the notion of homomorphism of+RG, when restricted to one-slice graphs.
We now explain the exact relationship between the laws of CL and the rules of+RG, considering a CL-graph S as a one-
slice graph G = {S}.
Law 1 (Monotonicity) is a kind of cut rule and is useless for weak completeness. Law 2 (Homomorphism) may be derived
fromHom. Law 3 (Remove edges)may also be derived fromHom. In [5], Law 3 is frequently used in proofs. But its application
is not easy to manage, particularly in the presence of union. This last comment also applies to the stronger rule Hom, but, as
the following example shows, we cannot do without it.
Example 4.1. Let R1 := r and R2 := Π;r;Π be terms of+RC. We obviously have |= R1 ⊆ R2. For ` R1 ⊆ R2 we need Hom
in an essential way. In fact, by an exhaustive examination of cases, one can see that GR2 cannot be derived from GR1 by a
sequence of applications of the rules in Table 1 with Law 3 in place of Hom. However, GR2 can be obtained from the graph
H whose only slice is S ′ = ({x′, u, v, y′}, {urv}, x′, y′) by two applications of Univ↑ followed by two applications of Comp↑
and we have Φ:H → GR1 , since the function φ such that φx′ = φu = x and φy′ = φv = y is a homomorphism from H to
GR1 . Remember that GR1 = {({x, y}, {xry}, x, y)}.
Law 4 (Replace edge by graph) may be derived from the first six rules in Table 1. Law 5 (Split composition) is the rule
Comp. Law 6 (Composition) may be derived from Comp and Hom. Law 7 (Intersection), Law 9 (Identity), Law 10 (Converse),
and Law 11 (Universal relation) are the rules Int, Iden, Conv, Univ, respectively.
Since CL is a subsystem of+RG, soundness of CL follows immediately from soundness of+RG [8].
Now we prove completeness and decidability of CL and provide an upper bound for validity, using a very simple
construction.
The model induced by a term R of +RC isM = 〈M, rMi 〉, where M =
⊎
j∈J Nj and r
M
i = {(u, v) : uriv ∈
⊎
j∈J Aj}, with
SNFGR = {(Nj, Aj, xj, yj) : j ∈ J}. The graph SNFGR is the simple normal form of GR, a graph with all labeled arcs of the form
urv, with r being a relational variable. It is easy to obtain the simple normal form of GR using only the first six rules of+RG
(Table 1). Moreover, every graph is equivalent to its simple normal form [8]:
[[GR]]M = [[SNFGR]]M, for every modelM. (1)
A slice S = (N, A, x, y) is half-arc-connected if, for any node in N , there is a path (disregarding orientation of arcs) linking
this node to x or to y. A graph is half-arc-connected if all its slices are half-arc-connected. Besides Hom, rule Univ is the only
rule that can disconnect a slice, and rule Uni is the only rule that can split slices. Hence, we have the following result.
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Table 5
Proof of R1 ⊆ R2
1. GR1
2 tom. steps deriving applications of
SNFGR1 from GR1 Univ, Iden,Conv
Int,Comp
m+ 1. SNFGR1 one application of
Hom
m+ 2. SNFGR2
m+ 3 tom+ n. steps deriving applications of
GR2 from SNFGR2 Univ↑, Iden↑,Conv↑
Int↑,Comp↑
m+ n+ 1. GR2
Proposition 2. If R is a term of+RC, then:
(1) SNFGR has exactly one slice if R has no occurrences of ∪.
(2) SNFGR is half-arc-connected if R has no occurrences ofΠ .
Lemma 1. IfM is the model induced by a term R of+RC, then (x, y) ∈ [[R]]M, for each slice S = (N, A, x, y) of SNFGR.
Proof. Take the inclusion function from N to
⊎
j∈J Nj as the witness valuation. Proposition 1 and Eq. (1) do the work. 
Theorem 1. Let R1 and R2 be terms of +RC. If R1 has no occurrence of ∪ or R2 has no occurrence of Π , then |= R1 ⊆ R2 iff
[[R1]]M ⊆ [[R2]]M, whereM is the model induced by R1.
Proof. Let R1, R2 andM be as above.
Suppose [[R1]]M ⊆ [[R2]]M. Since CL is sound, if we prove ` R1 ⊆ R2, we are done. We have already noted that SNFGR
can be derived from GR using just the first six rules in Table 1, for any term R of +RC. Now, we shall show there exists
a homomorphism from SNFGR2 to SNFGR1 . Let S = (N, A, x, y) be a slice of SNFGR1 . By Lemma 1, (x, y) ∈ [[R1]]M. By
Proposition 1 and Equation (1), (x, y) ∈ [[SNFGR2 ]]M. Hence, there is a slice S ′ = (N ′, A′, x′, y′) of SNFGR2 and an assignment
g:N ′ → ⊎j∈J Nj such that gx′ = x, gy′ = y, and for each urv ∈ A′,M, gu, gv  r . By Proposition 2, S ′ is half-arc-connected
or S is the only slice of SNFGR1 . Hence, the range of g is included in N . In fact, if S
′ is half-arc-connected, it is easy to show,
by induction on the length of the path connecting x′ (or y′) to u, that gu ∈ N for any gu in the range of g . If S is the only slice
of SNFGR1 , trivially the range of g is included in
⊎
j∈J Nj = N . Hence, φ = i−1 ◦ g is well-defined and is a homomorphism
from S ′ into S, where i:N →⊎j∈J Nj is the inclusion mapping.
The other direction is immediately clear from the definition of validity. 
When the left hand side term R1 of an inclusion R1 ⊆ R2 has occurrences of ∪ and the right hand side term R2
has occurrences of Π , we cannot warrant the existence of a homomorphism from SNFGR1 to SNFGR2 from the fact that[[R1]]M ⊆ [[R2]]M, for the modelM induced by R1. For a simple counter-example, consider R1 := r ∪ s and R2 := Π;s;Π .
The simple normal form of GR1 is SNFGR1 = {S1, S2}, with S1 = ({x, y}, {xry}, x, y) and S2 = ({x, y}, {xsy}, x, y). The
model induced by R1 is M = 〈M, rM, sM〉, with M = {x1, y1, x2, y2}, rM = {(x1, y1)}, and sM = {(x2, y2)}. Hence,
[[R1]]M = [[r ∪ s]]M = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2)} ⊆ M × M = [[Π;s;Π]]M = [[R2]]M. Nevertheless, there is no homomorphism
from SNFGR2 = {({x, a, b, y}, {asb}, x, y)} to SNFGR1 because there is no mapping from the unique slice of SNFGR2 to S1 that
preserves arc labels.
Corollary 1. System CL is complete.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 1 shows that, when R1 and R2 are terms of CL satisfying |= R1 ⊆ R2, there exists a
homomorphism from SNFGR2 into SNFGR1 . So, the sequence of graphs in Table 5 is a proof of the inclusion R1 ⊆ R2 in
CL. 
Corollary 2. System CL is decidable.
Proof. For terms R1 and R2 of+RCwithout occurrences of ∪, to verify if |= R1 ⊆ R2, build modelM induced by R1 and test
if [[R1]]M ⊆ [[R2]]M. This can be done in polynomial time. 
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5. Conclusion
We have shown that the calculus of graphs CL, obtained from the Curtis and Lowe system presented in [5] by excluding
complementation and union, is decidable and weakly complete, presenting a low complexity decision algorithm, based on
+RG, a complete calculus of graphs that includes union.
Formal systems based on graphs have been studied and used in the past years. To prove formal theorems by transforming
some kind of diagrams is reputed to be a playful and useful activity bymathematicians, computer scientists and researchers
in artificial intelligence. But for proper investigation, these systems should be consistently presented.
One may argue that, since +RC, +RG, and CL treat neither complementation nor heterogeneous relations, they are not
of intrinsic interest. But these systems provide alternatives to studying (parts of) the equational theory of relation algebras,
which is rather complicated. We believe the results presented here and elsewhere [8–10] help to understand some aspects
of the more complicated system.
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